
Release Toxins With Kapalabhati Breath
Kapalabhati breathing is an advanced yogic breathing technique that offers a host of benefits.

Often known as “skull-shining breath,” Kapalahbhati comes from two Sanskrit words: Kapala, which 
translates to “Skull,” and Bhati, which means “light.” It’s an exercise that purifies, rejuvenates, and 
invigorates the mind and body. When you practice this breath, visualize your skull filling with a bright 
light; this is how its name came about. 

This cleansing breath can help you not only release stress and toxins from the mind and body, it can also 
help release negative emotions, shake off sluggishness, and energize. It consists of a series of forceful 
exhalations followed by passive inhalations; you’ll find steps at the end of this article on how to perform 
it.

At five syllables, it can be difficult to pronounce. Try this: Kah-bah-lah-bah-tee.

Benefits of Kapalabhati Practice!

Most people who practice Kapalabhati regularly will tell you that they do it because it gives them an 
energy boost and a surge of heat. There are many reasons to explore the practice, including that 
Kapalabhati breathing:

• Cleanses lungs and respiratory system
• Strengthens and tones diaphragm and abdominal muscles
• Releases toxins
• Increases oxygen to cells, purifying blood in the process
• Improves digestion
• Energizes and clears mind
• Focuses attention
• Warms body

How to Perform Kapalabhati

The important thing to remember for this exercise is that your inhale is passive and your exhale is the 
forceful, powerful movement. Start this practice at a slow pace, and with time you can build some 
speed if it feels comfortable for you to do so. This breathing technique should only be learnt with a 
qualified teacher.

1. Sit comfortably in an upright posture and rest your hands on your lower belly. If you’re sitting in 
a chair, make sure to place both feet on the ground.

2. Take a deep, cleansing breath before you begin, in through your nose and out through your 
mouth.

3. Inhale deeply through your nose, filling your belly with air about ¾ way full.
4. In a quick motion, forcefully expel all the air from your lungs while drawing your navel in and 

up towards your spine. The primary movement is from your diaphragm.



5. Allow your lungs to fill up naturally, with no effort as your belly expands.
6. Perform this cycle 10 times, then allow your breathing to return to normal and observe the 

sensations in your body.
7. Repeat these cycles of 10 movements, 3 to 4 times.

Contraindications: Do not practice Kapalabhati if you are pregnant, be cautious/or do not practice 
(this is your decision and you are responsible for deciding) if you have high or low blood pressure, acid 
gastric issues, heart disease,  abdominal pain, vertigo,  migraine headaches,  significant nosebleeds, 
detached retina,  hernia,  glaucoma,  history of stroke,  epilepsy or anyone who has undergone recent 
abdominal surgery. 

You should also stop or slow down if you feel dizzy or anxious. 

When to Use Kapalabhati

In the morning: Since the Kapalabhati breath is so energizing, try it first thing in the morning for an 
invigorating wake-up call.

When you’re cold: Kapalabhati is a warming breath, so if your body is chilly, a few rounds of 
Kapalabhati can warm you up, even on a snowy day.

Mid-afternoon: If you’re feeling a case of the mid-day slump come on, try a few rounds of Kapalabhati 
to energize your mind and body to power you through the rest of the da

Miscellaneous Other Tidbits:
The breath should be exhaled in a rhythmic flow once in a second and should be held up effortlessly. If 
done non-stop kapalabhati pranayama is done 60 times in one minute or 300 times in 5 minutes.

10 minutes practice of Kapalbhati improves the supply of oxygen in your brain and whole body which 
helps to reduce stress.

Kapalbharti pranayam can be done at anytime of the day, but remember that you should not eat anything 
2 hours prior to doing that. You can drink liquids if at all one hour prior to doing yoga. Morning time is 
the best time but anytime is fine according to your feasibility. 20-40 repetitions in one position is good.

Kapalbhati pranayama is very effective in helping stomach disorder, obesity, digestive disorder and 
many problems related to stomach. Those trying to lose weight can practice Kapalbhati regularly

There are some side effect of Kapalbhati if not done correctly. Headache, dizziness, lack of stability in 
thoughts, nausea, restlessness are some of its common symptoms. If you feel these symptoms, stop the 
practice.

Can kapalbhati reduce belly fat? The ancient yoga science has proved that Kapalbhati is one of the 
best ways to keep the body fit by generating energy within the stomach of the body. ... It acts like an 
instant and natural medicine for the whole body including the heart, brain, back, muscles, stomach and 
the belly



You can drink a glass of water or lime juice 15 minutes before doing pranayama. Although it is not 
advisable, if you are habituated to drink bed tea, drink half a cup. ... Generally consider doing 
pranayama 3 to 4 hours after a meal, 45 minutes after tea, juice or fresh fruits, 15 minutes after drinking 
water.

The technique involves forceful breathing which strengthens lungs and increases its capacity. Practicing 
Kapalbhati helps in removing blockages in the heart and lungs, It also increases blood supply to 
various parts of the body. ... Kapalbhati is great for focus and checks forgetfulness.

For kapalbhati, exhalation must be gentle for beginners, do not use excessive force.

Yoga helps alleviate lower back pain by strengthening and stretching the muscles of the lower back, 
reducing inflammation and increasing circulation of blood and prana. Regular yoga practice also 
improves posture and body mechanics, relieving pain and preventing injury by keeping the spine in 
proper alignment.

If sitting in a kneeling position is very uncomfortable, it's okay to sit cross-legged in Kapalbhati. In 
Pranayama/Standing Deep Breathing you use your abdominal muscles to support our spine. In 
Kapalbhati, use your arms to support your spine so that your belly can alternate between contraction 
and relaxation

If done non-stop kapalabhati pranayama is done 60 times in one minute (use either your watcher a clock 
with a second hand) or 300 times in 5 minutes. Most people will get tired in 1-2 minutes in the 
beginning, but after practicing for 10-15 days everyone should be able to increase the time. 


